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It’s that time of year again and 
membership subscriptions are 
due for 2016 and so, if you haven’t 

already done so, please get yours to 
Andy, either via the website or by 
post to the address on the previous 
page. It might also be worth noting 

the AGM date in your diary, 23 April. The Leaman Lecture 
will be delivered by Roger Bragger and is entitled Lawrence’s 
Air Force.

We are fortunate to have US member Derek Riley working 
on a combined index to all Journals. This will appear on the 
website shortly, and all members using it will be invited to 
send in comments and any corrections they may identify. 

CCI is equally fortunate in having the late Mike O’Connor’s 
collection, and the material is being gradually scanned and 
indexed. Its availability will almost certainly be of value for use 
in the journal.

The Society continues in publishing ventures and is currently 
assisting Andrea Cassarrubea on an English language book, In 
the Sky of the Forgotten Courage that details the air war over 
the Adriatic, with special reference to RNAS operations. This 
is an often-overlooked ‘sideshow’ and so the book is one to 
look forward to. I find it brilliant that more is being researched 
and published about air operations in the minor theatres of 
war, not only in books but also in this journal, Ian Burns’ look 
at the work of the Aden Flight in this issue being just one 

example. Readers will have the future treat of a magnificent 
piece by Ray Vann on the RFC/RAF training system in Egypt.

Membership numbers remain healthy, at just under 1000. 
This shows that there is a continuing interest in WWI aviation 
and CCI promotes itself at a number of events, with the usual 
stalwarts manning the Society stand; a few new volunteers for 
this would be very welcome. This promotion not only benefits 
Society sales, but also attracts new members. I’m informed 
that the presence at the recent IPMS Telford show brought in 
new members from Serbia, Latvia and the Czech Republic. It 
would be nice to think that this may result in related articles 
being forthcoming. The existing stock of material is quite 
healthy but, of course, more is always welcome. The more 
features there are to hand, the more balanced journal content  
can become. This could include profile art as well as articles. 

For a long time now, I’ve been whinging about writing this 
editorial. It seems that, usually, I’m writing c.750 words just to 
fill a page and that seems a waste of journal space to me; space 
that could be used to provide something a greater interest to 
readers. 

Colin made a very good suggestion that I’m going to try. 
There are individual photographs around that may not link 
with the articles in a particular issue and obviously won’t be 
in a ‘From the Albums’ type feature, but deserve circulation 
to a wider audience, either for their rarity of for their artistic 
nature. So, using Colin’s suggestion, Editor’s Choice, I’ll start 
with a pair of pre-war shots from my own collection. Readers 
are invited to submit others for use in future issues, preferably 
in digital format and scanned at least at 600dpi. Mick Davis

Two views, taken on the Solent,  of Short S.41, which became H1 and then 10 with the Naval Wing. It was later converted to landplane configuration 
and eventually ended life with 2 Wing RNAS in the Aegean, by which time its airframe bore little resemblance to the original.


